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Abstract: The objective of the research was to discover and analyze the influence of proxy in 
leverage with DAR (Debt to Total Asset Ratio) and DER (Debt to Equity Ratio), corporate 
governance proxy with proxy in managerial ownership, institutional ownership, independent 
commissariat, auditing committee and profitability with proxy in ROA (Return on Asset) and 
ROE (Return on Equity) on earnings management. The population consisted of 25 
manufacturing companies in consumptive goods sector i.e. food and drink, cigarettes and 
pharmacy listed on Indonesia Stock Exchange from 2014-2016. The research employed 
census method in which the whole population was taken as the samples. The data consisted of 
secondary data i.e. quantitative data. The research results proved that (1) DAR and 
managerial ownership had positive and significant influence on earnings management; (2) 
DER and independent commissioners had positive yet insignificant influence on earnings 
management; (3) Auditing Committee and ROA had significant negative influence on 
earnings management; and (4) Institutional ownership and ROE had negative yet 
insignificant influence on earnings management. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The accountancy information in which is connected with company house is the basic 
need on deciding the option of process for investor in market place. The activity of one 
company can be pointed –valuable from the ability of the company in order to maximize or to 
gain the profit.  The profit means as the representative of the out come of the company 
project that can be managed efficiently and with opportunism. Efficiently  means being 
managed to increase informatively of the information, and opportunism means people of with 
opportunism,  in other hand to increase and gain the target profit for ourself and for the stake 
holder. With the Asimetry information and tendency and external parts side (investor) for 
more concern into the information of earnings management point as  the parameter of the 
work house works, in order to support the management to do manipulation to show the 
management profit which is called as earning management. 
The accountancy scandal’s case that ever happened was in the big electronic company 
from Japan, Toshiba, in 2015 (Juliana, 2017). The others sampling cases of accountancy 
scandal ever happened in Indonesia manufacture company are in PT. Indofarma, tbk , in 
2004,  Hunn 2002, . PT. Kimia Farma, tbk, PT. Ades Alfindo in 2004. (Resource : 
sulistiawan, et. Al, 2011). 
The earnings management is the accountancy policy which is used by the management 
to specific purposes (Scott, 2006). The earnings management which is used of the companies 
appear because the agency relationship between the principal and the agent (manager), the 
agency relationship between the stake holder and the manager itself  is describing the agency 
theory that state the relationship or connection between the authority ownership parts 
(principal) in which is mean the stake holder and the agent parts or the other hand is the 
manager or the company management. 
The problems which is often existing in the agency relationship between the stake 
holder and the manager is the appearing of the agency conflict. The agency conflict appears is 
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when the manager have a duty to maximize the stake holder prosperity, but in other part the 
manager has a need to maximize their prosperity too in order to reach out the bonus that had 
stated by the company stake holder. The unity of the needy between this manager’s side is 
often gain the agency problems or agency conflict. 
The action of earnings management can be solved or can be minimized with good 
corporate governance. Corporate governance as a system to build up that give the direction 
and to control the company, so gain the good managerial for the company itself, for that 
situation to protect the imbalance of demands between manager and stake holder in a 
company based on agency theory. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Agency Theory 
The agency theory can describe why the earnings management be existed. The agency theory 
concerns about the relationship between management and investor or in other words the stake 
holder. The management who gained the trust from investor can be managed the company 
itself must have the information within complete, contrary with the stake holder who has 
limited information. The imbalance of this information, which is trigger the several conflict. 
The differences demands has made one parts to another parts in the company looking for 
loopholes to gain the profit for themselves. 
 
Signaling Theory 
Basicly, the signaling theory is to describe about how the financial statement give the positive 
signal (reachivement) or negative signal (miniacrity) management (agent) to the financial 
statement utilization in other hands the principal itself. The financial statement considered as 
a signal whether the agent had acted under contract. The signaling theory described about the 
company had reported voluntarily the condition of the company for the market place, so that 
the investor will be willing to invest amount of obligation, in other hand the signal who had 
given is disclosure accountancy information. The given accountancy information will be 
omitting the existing information asimetry between the management side and the investor. 
(Andayani, 2007). 
 
The Positive Accounting Theory 
The Positive accounting theory tried to describe the accounting phenomenon which is be 
analyzed based on the issues who appearing one phenomenon. In other hand the positive 
accounting theory in which to expose and predict the existed consequent if the manager 
deciding some certain options. The composting and prediction in the positive accounting 
theory in which is based on the contracting process or the relationship between management 
part with the other parts such as investor, creditor, auditor, BAPEPAM, and government 
(Wats and Zimmerman, 1986 in Chariri and Gozali, 2003). 
 
The Earnings Management  
The earnings management is a manager option of accounting policy to gain some specific 
purposes and the accounting policy itself is about the accrual utilization in order to arrange 
the financial statement (Scott, 2006). The earnings management in this research is the accrual 
management profit with discretionary accrual (Modified Jones Model). 
 
Leverage 
The Leverage is to describe the operational resources payment that company had used and to 
show the risk that company facing with. If the risk that company facing with growing bigger, 
so the uncertainty to gain the profit in the future will getting more too. ( Tarjo, 2008). Where 
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as the leverage ratio which is used in this case of research is debt to total asset ratio and debt 
to equity ratio. 
 
Corporate Governance 
Forum for corporate governance in Indonesia (2001) formulated corporate governance as a 
managerial company system that purpose the direction and company activity. The purposes 
of coorporate governance is to create the adding value for all demanding member 
(stakeholder).  This research use four corporate governance aspects such as, managerial, 
institutional ownership, independent commissaries and the audit committee. 
 
Profitability 
According to Syafri (2011) the profitability is a ratio to describe the company ability to gain 
profits through the all ability and resources that already existed such as marketing treatment, 
cash, modal, employees, the result of subcompany, and so on. This research use ROA and 
ROE  as the measurement for profitability ratio. 
 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
This research concept can described in the picture below : 
 
Figure. 3.1. the concept 
 
Based on the concept which have been exposed before, so we can conclude the 
summarize of this hypothesis research as below : 
1. Leverage with debt total asset ratio proxy (DAR) has the positive influence into earnings 
management. 
2. Leverage with debt to equity ratio (DER) has positive influence into management profit. 
3. Corporate governance with the managerial ownership has negative influence. 
4. Corporate governance with institutional ownership proxy has negative influence into 
earnings management. 
5. Corporate governance with independent commissary proxy has negative influence into 
earnings management. 
6. Corporate governance with audit committee proxy has negative influence into earnings 
management. 
7. Profitability with return on asset (ROA) has positive influence into earnings management. 






The kind of this research method is descriptive quantitative research , Sugiyono (2013) this 
quantitative research method carried out to search based certain population or certain sample, 
to collecting the data this research  is using research instrument, the analysis is 
quantitative/statistic, to test the given hypothesys, this research apply into good manufactor 
industry, such as food sectors, drinks, cigarettes, and pharmacy which is have registered in 
exchange stock Indonesia in 2014-2016. There are 25 companies. This research used the 
sensus method to carry out the sample, where as all the population became the sample itself. 
For the research data this research was helped by smart PLS. 
 
Data Analysis Method 
Data analysis which is carried out of this research is the partial least square (PLS) 
approaching. PLS is the equatation modeling, Stuctural equitation Modelling (SEM) based on 
variant. PLS is alternative approaching that move up into SEM approach covariant basic,  
become variant basics (Gozali and Latan, 2015). The measurement model is used to validity 
test and reliability , although the structural modeling is used to causality test. (the hypothesis 
validity test with prediction model). 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Descriptive statistic analysis test result 
 
Descriptive Statistic Table DAR, DER, The Managerial Ownership, Institutional 
Ownership, Independent Commissary, Audit Committee, ROA, ROE, and Earnings 
management 
Variable Max Min Mean Std. Deviation 
Earnings management 6.97832 -1.11807 2.81364 1.47701 
DAR 8.34 -5.02 0.766 1.31801 
DER 1.94 0.03 0.43866 0.30486 
Managerial Ownership 0.81800 0.00000 0.08528 0.20729 
Institutional Ownership 0.99770 0.00000 0.71715 0.24118 
Independent Commissary 0.80000 0.33333 0.40953 0.10518 
Audit Committee 4.00000 1.00000 2.90667 0.54952 
ROA 0.6182 -0.22230 0.12319 0.15105 
ROE 1.63130 -0.16670 0.21125 0.29934 

















B. Data Quality Test (Outer Model Evaluation) 
B.1 Outer Loading dan Average Variance Extract (AVE) 
 
The figure of Loading Point Value in Each Indicator 
 
Based on the picture above , can be seen the point value in every earnings management is 
1000 DAR (X1,1) is 1000, loading point value in DER (X1,2) is 1000, the loading point 
value in managerial ownership (x2,1) is 1000, the loading point value in institutional 
ownership (X2,2) is 1000, the loading point value in independent commissary (X2,3) is 1000, 
the loading point value in audit committee (X2,4) IS 1000, ROE (X3,2) is 1000,  the loading 
point value in ROA (X3,1) Is 1000. All the loading point value above is known  above 0.4, 







Figure of Average Variance Extracted Point Value (AVE) From Each of Variable 
 
For testing the validity with AVE, the point value of AVE which is suggested by is 0,5. 
Based on the picture above is known by all of the AVE point value is 0,5 up. This case 
showed all the variable above to state as good/ valid 
 











The Picture Point Value of Reliability Composite From Each Of Variable 
 
Alpha Cronbach’s point value which is suggested above is more than 0,7. Meanwhile the 
border point of composite reliability is more than 0,7. And from the picture above showed 
that the point value of all Cronbach alpha is more than 0,7. Although the point value of 
composite reliability from all variable above is also 0,7. This show of all constructs on model 
which is estimated had fulfill the validity of discriminant criteria. 
 
The Result of Research Hypothesis Test 
Sugiyono ( 2013) said that statically the hypothesis is mean to state about how the population 
condition (parameter) in which it will be tested the truth  based on the over come data from 
the sample of research (Statistic). Testing the research hypothesis will be done by 
determination coefficient test, and significant tested inner model. 
 




Based on the picture, can be seen the determination coefficient point value is 0,582. That 
point value can be interpreted as DAR, DER, Managerial ownership, Institutional ownership, 
Independent commissary, Audit committee, ROA, ROE, collected all together or in other 
hand simultaneously influenced the earnings management as 58,2 % and for the other 41,8 % 
is influenced by the other factors which is not within the research modeling. 
 
The Significant Test Result of Inner Model 
 
Figure of Path Coefficient Values 
 
 
The Picture of The Influence Significant Testing 
 
1. Path coefficient values from DAR into the earnings management has positive value. That 
is 0,340. So DAR has negative influence into earnings management. Based on the picture, 
the P-values from DAR into management profit 0,042 < 0,05, so DAR has significant 
influence into earnings management. 
2. Path coefficient values from DER into the earnings management has positive value, there 
is 0,085. So DER has positive influence into earnings management. Based on the picture, 
the P-values from DER into earnings management 0,715 < 0,05. So DER has no 
significant influence into earnings management. 
3. Path coefficient values from the management ownership into the earnings management 
has positive values, that is 0,349. So, the management ownership has positive influence 
into earnings management. Based on the picture, had known that P-values on 
management ownership into earnings management 0,009 < 0,05, in other hand the 
management ownership  has significant influence into earnings management. 
4. Path coefficient values from institutional ownership into earnings management has values 
into earnings management have positive values. Based on the picture  P-values of 
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institutional ownership is 0,698 < 0,05. So institutional ownership does not have a 
significant effect to earnings management. 
5. Independent commissioner path coefficient values toward earnings management is 
positive that is 0,333. Based on the picture P-values of independent commissioner is 
0,513 > 0,05 so independent commissioner does not have significant effect to earnings 
management. 
6. Committee audit path coefficient values towards earnings management is negative. That 
is 0,026 so committee audit has negative effect to earnings management. Based on the 
picture the P-values of committee audit is 0,049 < 0,05 so committee audit has significant 
effect to earnings management. 
7. ROA path coefficient values toward earnings management is negative that is 0,389. Based 
on the picture The P-values of ROA values is 0,0424 < 0,05 so ROA has a significant 
effect to earnings management. 
8. ROE path coefficient values toward earnings management is negative that is 0,027 so 
ROE has negative effect to earnings management. Based on the picture the P-values of 
ROE is 0,874 > 0,05 so the ROE does not have significant effect to earnings management 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusions 
Based on the study and data analysis in the previous chapter of this research there are some 
conclusion and suggestion as follows. 
1. Debt to total Asset Ratio (DAR) has positive and significant effect to earnings 
management of manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, 
cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek 
Indonesia) 2014-2016. 
2. Debt to Equity Ratio (DER)  has positive effect  but it is not significant to earnings 
management of manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, 
cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek 
Indonesia) 2014-2016. 
3. Managerial ownership  has positive and significant effect to earnings management of 
manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, cigarette and 
pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek Indonesia) 
2014-2016. 
4. Institutional ownership has negative effect but it is not significant to earnings 
management of manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, 
cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek 
Indonesia) 2014-2016. 
5. Independent  commissioner has positive effect but it is not significant  to earnings 
management of manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, 
cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek 
Indonesia) 2014-2016. 
6. Committee audit has negative effect and significant to earnings management of 
manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, cigarette and 
pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek Indonesia) 
2014-2016. 
7. Return on Asset (ROA) has negative significant to earnings management of 
manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, cigarette and 




8. Return on Equity (ROE) has negative effect but it is not significant to earnings 
management of manufacturing consumer goods industry especially on food and beverage, 
cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in  Indonesia Market Place (Bursa Efek 
Indonesia) 2014-2016. 
 
Limitations of Research 
The researcher realizes that there are still limitation of this research in this study they are: 
1. This research is limited to manufacturing industry sector consumer goods especially food 
and beverage, cigarette and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in BEI 2014-2016. The 
causes of the result of the study can not be generalized to other types of companies that 
listed in BEI. 
2. The variable used are only able to explain 58,2 % influence on earnings management of 
manufacturing industry sector of consumer goods especially food and beverage, cigarette 
and pharmaceutical sub sector that listed in BEI. So there are other possibility of other 
variable may effect to earnings management within the company. 
 
Recommendations 
Based on the result of this research and conclusion as mentioned above there are some 
suggestion, they are:  
1. This research is limited to manufacturing industry sector consumer goods especially food 
and beverage, cigarette and pharmaceutical sector at best it is also done to all companies 
that listed in Indonesia Market Place (BEI). 
2. For other researcher who are interested in doing research on earnings management at 
manufacturing companies, you can add other variables such as; net profit margin (NMP) 
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